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re-design based on 2nd pilots feedback

larger, more prominent
+/- buttons

preview window below/after
adjuster instead of above; when
user interacts with adjuster it 
will be clearer that it is a preview
window and not an interactive
element 

replacement of cursor slider
with +/- text �eld adjuster 
for consistency and improved
usability

contrast selector styling moved
between icon and text so that
selection is clearer 

size of on/o� adjuster increased
signi�cantly, currently-selected 
status indicated by focus border and 
check mark, proximity to text
label increased

inactive adjusters indicated with
cognitive grey-out rather than 
visual grey-out to maintain visibility

size of buttons and check boxes 
increased 

reset option added

removal of broader categories / breaking 
adjusters down into family groups instead
in order to compartmentalize adjusters in
smaller groups

size of buttons and check boxes 
increased 
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focus states include additional features 
(underlines and borders), eliminating 
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